I. Introduction
In this paper we present results related to the smoothing problem and related generalized Riccati equations for the two-point boundary value descriptor system (TPBVDS) Ex(k+l) = k(k) + Bu(k) Vi$+VfA N =I .
As in [4-51. x(k) can be decomposed into an outuard process z and an inunrd process z The outward process z is defined as (2) is strongly reachable.
b)
The strong reachability matrix
The following statements are equivalent
has full ;ark.
( s , t)#(O,O).
c)
The matrix [sE-tAIB] has full rank for all d)
The state x(i) where is[n,N-n] can be d e arbitrary by proper choice of the inputs u(j): jr[i-n,i+n-l] with all other inputs and the boundary value v set to zero, and for all pair of matrices Vi and Vf in standard form. System (1)- (3) 
The Optial %mother ( s , t)#(O,O).
Consider the system (1)-(2) together with the moise-corrupted observations y(k) = W k ) + r(k) k=l, ..., N-1
Here r(k), rb, u(k), and v are mutually independent, rb is a zero mean, Gaussian random vector with covariance Ub. and r(k) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise process with covariance R. It can be shown [3] that the smoothed estimate To compute the estimate we can use any of the recursive algorithms developed in [l-2).
One of these is the so-called two-filter solution in which the TPBVDS dynamics are decoupled into forward and backward recursions, followed by a correction to account for the boundary conditions. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for stability of a TPBVDS is that it is forwd-bclduurrd stable, i.e. a decoupling transformation can be found so that the forward and backward recursions are both stable.
In the case of the optimal smoother, i t is shown in [3] stabilizable (i.e. the modes on the unit circle are strongly reachable and strongly observable) then the corresponding smoother is forward-backward stable.
IV. Generalized Riccati Equations
If the system is forward-backward detectable and
In this section we study the generalized algebraic Riccati equation. observable respectively then (18) has a unique positive definte solution.
The approach used to prove this theorem is similar to that in [6] To prove uniqueness, let q 1 and q2 be two positive definite solutions of (18). let Aq = ql-q2. and T~ = ~09;'~ + C'R c for i=1,2. ~q = ATT'E'~;'A~;'ET;~A*.
-1 Some algebra then yields But AT;'E'p;l and q;lETilA' are strictly stab [3] ); thus Aq = 0.
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